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credited for the uniqueness of his many films. The movie Seven Pounds starring Will Smith has a message read full
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Unless you belong to the category of the people with restless minds, who solve puzzles and over think
everything, the plot remains mystery to everybody who prefers to just dive into the movie and just live in it.
I'll tell you one thing: I may have made Ben sound like an angel, but he is very much flesh and blood, and
none of his actions are supernatural. The whole film just pierces you with the sincerity and raw emotion. Then
Tim sleeps with Emily his one and only time and on his way back to the Hotel there is a flashback of Tim
killing his wife and six other people in a car accident. Ben fell in love with her before her death but he did not
only share his love and help with her, he shared it with the six other strangers. The last point is that Tim acted
in a way for death to undermine life which also the reasoning behind it agrees with Aristotelian life. During
that time of the movie it just seemed like the wrong thing he was doing for no reason. This wreck triggers him
to go on a relentless conquest of redemption of his guilt. For much of the first hour of "Seven Pounds," Ben
Thomas acts according to a plan that seems perfectly clear, but only to himself. Ultimately God rules over all.
The other actors used are also seasoned professionals and accomplish the goal of persuading the audience that
they represent people that exist in a real world environment. Ben Thomas, Will Smith, killed seven lives in a
tragic car accident and it changes his view of life. The title of the movie was intentionally developed to keep
the viewers in the dark about the plot. The movie Seven Pounds starring Will Smith has a message which
leaves the audience indecisive about their future and how it can possibly change in an instant affecting them in
many ways. As a best friend, I feel he did not make the best decision but it is also a hard situation because of
how Ben felt deep down inside for what he did. In the movie there are several points that show relevance to
the story of Jesus Christ. Tim kills himself allowing seven people to be saved. Ben Thomas takes it upon
himself to fix the machine. These are characters the audience can relate to because their actions are
appropriate in the context of the scenes. If everyone would die Tim would have acted differently and not
undermined his life by death. Jesus is known for miraculous works of God. She can sense his deep sadness.
Wielenberg also says external meaning is if your life brings goodness into the world then its external. The
movie proves that point because Tim cannot find meaning in his life. From the expression of his face it looked
as if he was experiencing grueling pain. Instead there are three broad relations between the movie and Jesus
Christ. Wielenberg says that internal meaning is if a person is better off existing or not existing and doing
something worthwhile. She thanked him because she did not know that him giving her a tax extension was
illegal, therefore, I feel that that just caused him to more guilt. Then when Tim has his final date with Emily
and goes to his car to get a gift for Emily. But, my opinion is my opinion because Ben had different
experiences that I never had. I do, when it's done well. Any subject. God created the earth in seven days and
rested on the last day. Tim did this whole phone call because he knew now that his eyes would be going to the
most genuine person and not a random person. While he was alive, he donated a piece of his liver to a social
worker who then referred an abused woman and her children for help. Although not the primary focus of the
film, the possibility of an accident is presented as a consequence of such actions. Show More While many
films the primary goal is to entertain, others attempt to inspire a change in the minds and actions of the
audience. Each individual can have a different perspective on the movie, comparing it in different situations. If
Tim knew humans would not survive or the people receiving his organs would die he would not have given
the organs because he was doing all of this to have people think of him as a good person who saved seven
lives and wanted people to know about it. Another main point made was that Tim picked all these people out
to receive his organs based on the fact the human race was going to continue and the people he would give life
to would continue. Very often movies are not what they seem to be. Ben did so much to try and make up for
what he did and everything he did was helpful to others showing that he cared and he was definitely a loving
person, but helping others will not replace the lives he took. From feeding thousands to healing the sick, one
of Jesus main purpose was to give people a chance to live a new abundant life through him. For those who are
familiar with the story of Christ the movie Seven Pounds refers more to the walk of Christ.


